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This pressure of buying the latest objects or the most expensive gifts did nothing for you except 

full your head with grey skies making you think that without it you'd surely reach your demise 

but who actually was one to decide that without those extortionate things people would 

undermind, undermind your personality and your talents creating extremely expensive ties, 

don't worry about being able to speak to anyone but only pleasing their eyes, we have all 

become brain dead with heads full flies thinking without the most expensive possessions you 

are destined to die, die without doing anything without fulfilling your lives. 

Can't you see that all they have done is taken you for a ride, a ride that's filled with 

unachieveable targets and demonds that can't touch but only cry, surrounding you with 

negativity that makes you want to hide. you never show your third face, a japanese proverb that 

if some people heard would show their disgrace. You see I knew some of the things I said would 

fill your mouth with a foul taste, that's why I said them i'm trying to get you off the wheel chase, 

like when a donkey is walking with a carrot in its face it thinks it's getting closer to being 

accepted but no matter how hard it tries putting on the latest sneakers it never gets a taste, 

doing things that people think is cool like being completely off your face. It's a shame you think 

you need those things to be classed as cool like them they don't care if you can't afford so crime 

is your only option you know that the judge won't show pity but will always condemn, condemn 

the to death I say that would be your sentence, not because you stole the items but because you 

wasn't true to yourself trying to fit in, another coke bottle on the shelf. never thinking about 

yourself is also a crime when your sole purpose is to satisfy the picture of what someone thinks 

is nice so stop thinking about what others think all the time and if you do I think something bad 

mentally is happening in your mind so stop trying to fit into someone's personal design, it only 

matters what you think and if others offer their opinion respectfully decline and always try to 

build the beautiful picture of yourself that's in your mind and that's the only way you'll shine 

and if you shine blue or yellow people shouldn't mind as long as you shine and shine really bright 

you'll fill yourself with delight because that's all that matters. listen Don't making excuses. Don't 

even try to deny that you only put on that dress that you  knew that he liked, remember when 

he only spoke to because he could see your cleavage that night do you really think he's right for 

you did he even bother to ask if it was alright but you let him do it anyway because it's hard 

being asked if you've  done it and always saying no making you feel like you have nothing to 

show everyday is show and tell now. These are the pressures of life you know you didn't really 

want to pick up that knife but you did it anyway because your boys said it was alright we need to 

listen to our gut feeling when it's telling us you know it's not right and begin the fight for inner 

beauty and stop thinking that beauty is all to do with sight. 


